
Designed for single sites or distributed organizations
Manages up to 3,000 cameras
Supports more than 4,500 total devices 
Supports close integration with a wide array of 
solutions
Designed for mission-critical enterprises, critical 
infrastructure, transportation, Safe City

Surveill VMS delivers a single, unified platform for 
modern-day security operations with video at the 
forefront. It supports a seamless correlation of sensors 
and alarms, allowing operators to immediately gain 
complete control over a situation and determine the 
appropriate intelligence-powered response. 

GIS-based and 3D maps facilitate dynamic visualization 
capabilities, such as map layers, device state, search, 
and more, which presents a clear and automatic picture 
of an incident and allows prompt action.

Surveill is the foundation of a robust video surveillance 
strategy that supports intelligent, data-driven security 
management and efficient response.

www.surveill.com



Consulting companies belong to commercial companies, which mainly serve enterprises and
entrepreneurs, engage in soft science research and development, and provide specific services

by using specialized knowledge and experience and mental labor.

Call Now.
+123-456-7890

Surveill VMS is a comprehensive, mission-critical video solutions that allows organizations to 
enhance safety and security operations through the integration of enterprise-grade video 
management, dynamic mapping, sophisticated event management and investigation engines, and 
security subsystems. It serves as a rich foundation of a video surveillance strategy, offering a single,
user-intuitive interface that enables unmatched real-time monitoring and intelligent, data-driven 
security management and response while simplifying operations and reducing costs.

 As the complexity of risk mitigation continues to grow, mission-critical organizations face 
significant challenges. Surveill is a central part of modern-day intelligent security strategies, 
developed to address customer requirements for a more effective approach to security operations 
and risk management.
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